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Hi! Why?
I make technical onboarding for technical teams, 
and I care about your onboarding mostly because 
if it’s bad, it’s killing your team.
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Our Goals Today
✗ Learn how to write unit-test sized onboarding 

programs
✗ Get new hires to update the onboarding program 

themselves
✗ Refactor your documentation for onboarding 

without investing heavily in rewriting
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What’s actually 
happening out there?
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Grab your worksheet: 
https://tinyurl.com/yy4jy6yp



1.
TDD → RDD
What is Unit-Test sized Onboarding?
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Credit: Altexsoft

https://www.altexsoft.com/blog/engineering/code-refactoring-best-practices-when-and-when-not-to-do-it/
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Collect docs 
for MVP

Let your new 
hire find the 
failures

Update MVP with new 
links, clean up a few 
more docs, add context

RDD



RDD Philosophy
✘ Minimum viable program
✘ Iterative
✘ Employee-driven onboarding
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RDD Elements
✘ Four types of knowledge/skills

✗ Professional Expectations
✗ Process
✗ Product
✗ Technical (Stack/Tooling)

✘ Touchpoint Matrix 
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2.
New Hires = Onboarding 
Program Managers
Delegating for Evolvability & Ease 



Employee-Driven 
Onboarding
When you empower your new hires to 
onboard themselves, you solve for: 
✘ Employee Disenfranchisement 
✘ Overloaded Managers
✘ Stale Documentation
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But how? 
1. Create your Touchpoint Matrix
2. Stage out your TPM
3. Give the doc to your new hires 
4. Empower new hires with the right 

questions to ask when there is missing 
documentation
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3.
Refactoring 
Documentation
...Without going insane



Better Questions = Better 
Docs
Help your new hires learn to ask better 
questions when they meet with SME’s:
✘ Clarify 
✘ Probe assumptions
✘ Look for evidence
✘ Look for implications
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Empower New Hires
Use their onboarding time as an opportunity to 
make bugs out of missing/stale 
documentation:
✘ Send them on an info-gathering mission
✘ Interview SME’s, write, diagram, socialize
✘ Bug is closed when doc is reviewed
✘ Update the TPM if links change!
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Let’s recap!
✘ RDD = focused, MVP-style onboarding
✘ Use your new hires as onboarding PM’s
✘ Refactor your docs with your new hires’ 

better questions
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Thanks!
@kristenmaeve 

kristen@edifyedu.com
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